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BOLDER TOGETHER: THE CLIMBING HANGAR BRING CLIMBS AND COMMUNITY TO SWANSEA

With bouldering’s popularity continuing to climb in the UK – around one million people currently 
climb independently indoors in the UK* – The Climbing Hangar is opening its fourth centre in 
Swansea on 4 April 2019.

TCH Swansea will be the first dedicated bouldering centre in the city and will feature a 600m2 
squared climbing surface with innovative climbing holes that will create a challenging experience for 
climbers of all abilities. 

To mark the opening of its newest centre, The Climbing Hangar has launched the Bolder Together 
campaign, to showcase the diverse and inclusive nature of the sport and raise the profile of 
bouldering in the local area. Check out the video here.

The Climbing Hangar is more than just an indoor climbing centre, it is a space that bring communities
together and encourages friends, families and strangers alike to climb together, hang out and face 
new challenges together.

Located at Swansea Enterprise Park, the site offers a range of climbing activities for all skill and 
experience levels. Children as young as four can join and take part in a range of introductory kids’ 
coaching clubs and additional classes including social climbing sessions, adult coaching sessions and 
fitness classes are all available to help encourage climbers to engage with the sport and seize the 
many benefits of bouldering. 

Founder of The Climbing Hangar, Ged Macdomhnaill, summarises: “In creating The Climbing Hangar, 
we wanted it to become a place that the whole community could experience something fun 
together, while also promoting the mental, physical and social benefits that the sport can offer to 
people of all ages and abilities.” 

The Climbing Hangar offer flexible payment options including pay monthly or ‘pay as you go’, and all 
membership options include unlimited climbing, classes and shoe hire. There’s no joining or 
cancellation fee, or lengthy contracts.

Visitors can enjoy a variety of food and drink options in the on-site café or browse the Hangar shop 
for new gear. 

The Climbing Hangar are offering an exclusive pre-opening membership offer for those wishing to 
register ahead of the Swansea centre opening. For more details, please visit: 

https://mailchi.mp/theclimbinghangar/swansea. 

Why give bouldering a go?

Bouldering is gaining traction in popular culture with celebrity advocates of the sport including 
actors Angelia Jolie, Jason Momoa and Brie Larson.

If you’ve never climbed before and want to find out if it could be for you, here’s four reasons why 
the sport is growing in popularity: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WfZ6KEMZkbc
https://mailchi.mp/theclimbinghangar/swansea


Meet like-minded people

Although physically demanding bouldering offers participants a great social environment that 
encourages collaboration and discussion as you spend time discussing the best way to tackle your 
route.

The social nature of bouldering can help to foster a more inclusive environment, by bringing 
together communities of diverse groups who all share the same passion.

It’s for anyone

Part of bouldering’s appeal is how all participants climb alongside each other on the same wall, no 
matter their skill levels. 

Climbing walls are developed using different coloured holds with routes, commonly known as sets, 
signifying the different difficulty levels of the route up the wall. This unique aspect allows 
experienced climbers and first timers the opportunity to climb alongside one another. 

Improves mental wellbeing

A key element of bouldering is problem solving, as climbers must find the most energy efficient 
route up the wall. 

It is the mental distraction that makes bouldering an excellent stress reliever for those wanting to 
escape the challenges of everyday life or personal troubles. It helps calm the mind by focusing on 
what is in front of you. 

Increased fitness and strength

Bouldering is a full-body workout, with those who climb regularly able to quickly improve their 
upper body, back and core strength. Bouldering is a fun way to increase your fitness. With multiple 
muscles working at the same time, bouldering is a dynamic challenge that asks your body to grow 
and adapt to continually overcome the ever-changing sets that you come across when taking part in 
bouldering.     
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*The Association of British Climbing Walls: https://www.abcwalls.co.uk/about/. 
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